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The aim of this Report is to state clearly the nature of the problems 
faced by the homeless alcoholic, to set out the main recommendations 
made in the 1971 Habitual Drunken Offender Report for the provision 
of alternatives to imprisonment for the habitual drunkard, and to 
examine the reasons for the Government's failure to make provision 
along the /inp.s of those recommendations. 

INTRODUCTION 
Public drunkenness is an offence under Section 12 of the Licensing Act 1872. 
It is punishable with up to a month's imprisonment for non-payment of fine. 
Drunk and Qisorderly, an offence under the same section of the Act, is punish
able with an immediate month's imprisonment. In 1972 over 90,000 arrests of 
drunkenness offenders were made, and some 3000 imprisonments resulted, 
invariably for non-payment of fine. At a time when the Home Office is anxious 
to keep people out of prison and the police are grossly overworked and under
manned, the preoccupation with such petty offences as the drunks IS clearly a 
grossly inappropriate use of resources. Yet as far back as 1905 a National 
Congress on Prison Management was told that 'no prison system yet devised 
has effected any improvement in the drunkard commited for the usual seven 
days or fourteen days imprisonment.' Little enough progress seems to have 
been made since then. indeed, on May 21st 1974, Mr Jenkins, the Home 
Secretary, said in an address that a prison sentence was most unsuitable for 
the habitual drunkard, and admitted that far too many alcoholics were being 
imprisoned for want of alternatives. 

The nineteenth century showed its concern with the problems of the person 
who was habitually drunk iI) public by setting up two government enquiries in 
1832 and 1879. Legislation in the form of the Habitual Drunkards Act 1879 
and Inebriates Act 1898 was also tried. I n essence these provided for compul
sory commitment of habitual drunkards by the courts to inebriate homes. Lack 
of funds, divided responsibility - between local and central government - and 
lack of belief in compulsion meant that they were largely ineffective. 

Little more was heard about this problem until the 1960's when a dramatic 
increase in arrests for public:: drunkenness, coupled with over-crowded prisons, 
gave rise to renewal official concern in the Home Office. In 1950 there were 
42,642 drunkenness convictions and in 196063,861. By 1963 this had risen to 

78,228. 
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1. THE HABITUAL DRUNKEN OFFENDER REPORT 

In 1967 the Home Secretary set up a Working Party to consider the treatment 
of habitual drunken offenders and to assess the extent and nature of the need 
for such treatment, including the use and provision of hostels. The Working 

Party's focus was in essence to recommend suitable alternatives to prison for 
habitual drunken offenders, as in Section 91 of the 1967 Criminal Justice Act 
habitual drunken offenders were no longer to be sent to prison once the Home 
Secretary was satisfied that suitable alternatives did in fact exist. 

The Report of the Working Party Was finally published in 1971 although it 
had been in the hands of the relevant Ministries a year before that. A review of 
the Report's recommendations show clearly that: 
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a. Most habitual drunken offenders are in fact alcoholics and social casual
ties, from a poor socio-economic background - few work skills. They 
are a feature of inner-city areas and are frequently homeless. For the 
wider cDmmunity they represent a social nuisance. 

b. To assist these men and women, a national minimum of provision is 
required to care for at least 2000 men and 200 women. The bulk of this 
provision should be in a plannad development of therapeutic hostels. 
Certain experimental units should also be established such as a bail hostel. 
The health service would need to provide support for the hostels. 

c. Shop fronts - or walk-in advice and referral centres, information centres, 
volunteers, clubs and other non-residential contact services are vital as 
ways of contacting and supporting the homeless alcoholic. 

d. Prisons should increase their awareness of the alcoholism problem and as 
a matter of urgency a model treatment unit should be set up for medium 
and long-term prisoners with alcoholic problems. The Probation and After
Care Service should involve itself more with the problem and develop 
specialist skills in this area. 

e. In all treatment services more co-operation and co-ordination is required 
so that a planned and integrated service of help would emerge, rather 
than sporadic and isolated endeavours. 

f. A major new form of provision, the establishment of pilot detoxification 
centres, would enable public drunks to be dealt with without resource to 
the courts. Treatment and health services would replace punitive provision. 
In Inner-london alone! there would need to cater for between 125-450 
persons a night. 

g. Compulsion should not be used before many more treatment methods 
have been tried. 

h. Resear~h is required to assess the size and nature of the problem and, 
vitality, to assess the efficiency of any new measures that are tried. 

The final words of the Report are ironic in view of what has since occured. It 
urges action: 'we believe there is a duty to act constructively and to act now.' 

2. GOVERNMENT RESPONSE SINCE 1971 
Since 1971 there have been two new developments. In the 1972 Criminal 
Justice Act Section 34 provided for the setting up of medical treatment centres, 
as designated by the Secretary of State for Health and Social Services, to which 
the police could take direct drunken offenders whom they otherwise would 
have t~ken to court. In 1973 the DHSS issued a circular, 'Community Services 
for Alcoholics' (21173) which sought to encourage the development of facili-
ties for all alcoholics. It included reference to shop fronts, hostels and detoxifi
cation centres as ways of assisting the homeless alcoholic. Financial help was 
available to voluntary bodies to buy and run hostels, provided the local authority 
in whose area the hostel was situated took over financial responsibility in five 

years time. 
At present, special provision for the homeless alcoholic consists of one shop 

front, hostel places totalling just over 300, and no detoxification centres. Several 
voluntary agencies working with single homeless people provide contact or 
residential services frequently used by homeless alcoholics. Yet the age-old 
provision of lodging-house, prison, reception centres and park bench continues. 
As the amount of cheap accommodation to single homeless people is declining 
with acceleration (between 1965 and 1972,6000 cheap beds were lost in lodging 
houses and hostels nationally), so the homeless alcoholic is thrown on to shelter 
provision or the streets, and his probleMS exacerbated. Despite reports, legis
lation, circulars and good intentions, on almost all sides, the homeless alcoholic 
is still in a situation where neither his homelessness nor his alcoholism is ever 
satisfaGtorily tackled, never mind both problems together. 

There is clearly a gap of despairing size yawning between the intent of 
provision and the reality. On February 22nd 1972 Sir Keith Joseph, the then 
Secretary of State for Social Services, said that he was 'in close touch' with 
the then Home Secretary 'about meeting the needs of drunken offenders' with
in a comprehensive alcoholism service. On February 23rd, 1973 Sir Keith felt 
able to say that he was 'satisfied' with the planned developmllnt of community 
alcoholism services which would help among others homeless alcoholics. But 
all that Sir Keith was able to refer to in the way of services were the hospital 
alcoholics units providing 369 beds in 17 units with plans for a further 104 
beds in 6 units. However such units are of extremely limited value to homeless 
alcoholics and without follow-up hostels almost no value at all. With regard to 
the as yet non-existent detoxification centres. Sir Keith told t.he AGM of the 
Magistrates Association in October 1973 that he hoped that detoxification 
centres would be established in four areas before long, and meanwhile they 
were providing for hostels nearby. Government optimism which bore no relation 
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to the reality I 
Some of the reasons for the distance between the intent and reality seem 

clear and others are complex - h~'.rd to tease out of bureaucrati," circumlocu
tion. It is however, important to ~tate them, in order to. make our recommen
dations to ensure future action. 

.' 
3. THE FAILURE OF THE GOVERNMENT'S PRESENT STRATEGY 

The absence of any new major provision in the field since the Working Party 
Report (March 1971) and the DHSS circular 21/73 (May 1973) is mainly due 
to the und~cided issue of who should take responsibility for making the 
provision required. This has to be coupled with the fact that the 1971 Working 
Party Report itself was very weak on the practicalities of implementation as a 
leader in th~ British Medical Journal pointed out at the time. Hortatory comment 
has too often, if not always, been substituted for effective' planning. This is 
especially damaging when the subject matter - the homeless alcoholic - is 
politically a light weight and certainly no vote catcher. 

The 1971 Report itself illustrated the dilemma of how to establish who was 
to be responsible for setting up appropriate facilities. It was a Home Office 
Report, yet after its publication it became clear that the DHSS was willing to 
undertake the development of services for the homeless alcoholic. This was 
remarkable in that during the life of the Working Party the DHSS representa
tives had stated that the alcoholic habitual drunken offender should be dealt 
with 'within the penal system' as the terms of reference for the Working Party 
indicated. The debate after publication between the two Government Depart
ments as to who could be responsible meant further delay - of at least 12 
months - before any chance of action was likely. 

But the problems of implementation were in fact only just beginning. 
Although the DHSS accepted in 1972 the major role in developing services it 
in turn was dependent on hospitals, local authorities - voluntary bodies to 
actually develop services on the ground. With the :;)1/73 circular, the DHSS 
sought to assist both local authorities and 'Joluntary bodies in such develop
ments. At the end of the day, however, the powers of the DHSS over others 
are permissive not mandatory, enabling not compelling. This is a serious weak
ness, particularly at a time when the Government had ordered local authorities 
to make reductions in their social services budgets. They are therefore doubly 
unlikely to make appropriate provision, when they have no duty to do so. 

Detoxification Centres 
As far as detoxification centres are concerned this has meant that hospitals 
have been too easily able to resist any commitll1ef!t to involvment with the 
alcoholic problem. This has meant long delays in planning so that the first 
detoxification centre may well not start before t 975, and one other is hopeful 
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about a start in the~ummer of 1976. Objections of one hospital have been 
described as 'One ot the main stumbling blocks to pressing ahead with discus
sions at a higher level'. Whilst detoxification centres do not have to be in 
hospitals, they need to be close to them to ensure adequate medical super
vision, as well as ease of access in emergencies. Some hospital resistance has 
been due to ignorance ('Are there many vagrant alcoholics in the area 7') some 
due to dislike ora.lcoholics, and some due to along-standing war of attrition 
with the DHSS itself. Whatever the reasons,the upshot is that it will be five 
years at least since the Habitual Drunken Ohender Report was first submitted 
to the Ministers, that the firs~i detoxification centre is opened. Even that will 
only be one of four pilot experiments. By the time they are evaluated after 
three to five years we shall be into the nineteen eighties before a nationwide 
scheme of detoxification is even being considered. 

Hostels 
With regard to hostels being set up by voluntary bodies, grant-aided initially 
by the DHSS at £300 per bed per year, the problem is equally difficult. The 
21/73 circular accepts that voluntary bodies have experience in this field and 
are in a better position than local authority social services on their own, to 
experiment to find out possible answers. Local authorities are advised to work 
with local and national voluntary bodies to develop the necessary services: a 
'partnership' is needed. Uitimately however, local authorities will have to take 
on the responsibility for the hostel which already has caused one local author
ity to jib at the possibility of having an alcoholic hostel in the area. Fortunate
ly not all local authorities are like that though few have seized the initiative and 
actually sought to enlist a voluntary body to set up an alcoholic hostel in their 
area. 

It must be faced that it is hardly surprising that particular local authorities 
do not welcome hostels for homeless alcoholics in their area. Eight police areas 
in the country have a rate of over 2000 arrests for drunkenness each year, a 
reflection of the uneven distribution of homeless alcoholics in the country. 
Within inner-city areas, especially in london, certain local authorities have a 
particularly high ratio of homeless alcoholics. Some of these authorities are 
also hard-pressed by other demands on their resources and are relatively poor 
boroughs. Homeless alcoholics in their area will probably not have originated 
there, though they may have adopted the area for yea~5. The authorities, for 
all these reasons, argue that they cannot accept responsibility for provision. 
The strategy underlying circular 21/73 assumes that each hard-pressed inner
city authority will do so. 

The circular and the 1971 Report both rely far too heavily on the small 
hard-pressed voluntary organisation taking the initiative - pushing open the 
doors of both central and local government. The realities since even the 
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circular was issued show this is too big a task to undertake. Despite apparently 
valuable financial assistance to buy and convert houses - up to (2,500 per 
place from the DHSS- only two new alcoholic hostels have been opened 
since the circuiar. At least two others have been assisted!n major ways to 
prevent their closure. Evidence suggests that maybe two to three more may 
open within the next 12 months. When it is remembered that few hOlstels 
cater for more than 10-15 and that the 1971 Report recommended, places 
for 2000 we have still failed to find a way to really tite into the problem. 
Where one new hostel has opened in Leeds extremely lengthy and wearin~ 
negotiations were necessary mainly because the house was actually acquIred 
before the circular. Such wearhlg negotiations are an extraordinary burden on 
voluntary bodies and their staff who can spend far too much time raising 
money rather than assisting the alcoholics which is basically what they are 
being paid to do. There are clearly detailed difficulties in implementing the 
circular. These are set out in the Appendix. 

We are convinced that the time has now come for the DHSS to create a 
more forceful means of achieving the implementation of s~rvices for the home
less alcoholic than the good intentions of the circular. Proposals to this end 
are set out in our Recommendations. 

Respome of local authorities 
In order to see how far local authoritk,,:were seeking to make use of the circu· 
lar CHAR wrote to the eight local authorities with the highest rates of drunken
ness convictions in England and Wales. Four of these have so far failed to reply. 
The other replies showed how clearly they were relying on voluntary bodies
how very little stimulu~ was coming from the local social and medical services. 
No shop fronts were being established as recommended in the circular. Only 
Manchester has set up a local authority hostel. Birmingham social services 
stated that no discussions had been held with them conr~(!l'~g the planned 
detoxification centre. Again the impression even in area:. de.; .~ problem of 
habitual drunken offenders was of sustaining what was ah ..... dy going, but little 
sign of elan as a result of the famous circular. 

4. CONCI.USlON 
As far back as 1967 the Ministry of Health said that they had to regard the 
problem of the public drunk 'nationally and see if we can find a proper form
ula'. We still await the formula. The hope was that the 1971 Report would do 
it. But as the British Medical Jourl1al wrote at the time: 'the Report is in fact 
weak when it ~ornes to the practicalities of action, and seems rather piously to 
hope that vastly complex organisational problems need to be ,matched by no 
very special or imaginative efforts •.. "co-ordination" must become more 
than a hopeful slogan'. So far this prognosis has proved alarmingly correct. 
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I n the 1971 Report it is significant that the Committee members most 
directly involved with the homeless alcoholic all felt dissatisfied with the 
vagueness of intent with regard to the Report's implementation. It was urged 
in a separate appendix that a Commission shoold be established which would 
then mean that the 'responsibility for co·ordinatlng actioI'. is concentrated in 
a singly body'. The Commission was to have a three Y::nr life (it could now 
just be completing its task!) and its job was to be not further debate but the 
actual solution of a social problem which had been discussed too long. A 
spearhead group was needed to force through a real programme of action. 
Government Departments then, as now, felt this kind of group was not needed. 
The onus of proof is surely now on the Government to demonstrate that 
programme of action has surely been implemented. We await to hear of it. 

Whatever the Government seeks to set up in this field the !)\:I.ver structure 
is such that it has to resort to hopeful slogans, as in its 1973 circular. Here 
the DHSS can only state that there should be a 'partnership between local 
authority and voluntary effort', to develop the much needed services. Again 
the hope is expressed that some kind of co-ordination will deliver the goods. 
But every co·ordination strategy has a long history of the failure of the 
strategy to meet expectations. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACT!ON NOW 
1. The Government h!l.s committed itself to find a way of dealing constructive-

ly with the vagrant alcoholic. Normal metho.ds have not even begun to 
produce action. CHAR therefore wishes to put one clear proposal to the 

Secretary of State fo\ Social Services: 
That she establish forthwith a three-man team, charged with the sole full
time objective of implementing the major recommendations of the 1971 
Habitual Drunken Offender Report. Th,e team would be housed and 
funded by the DHSS, with its own secretariat, and would act as an agent 

for the Government. 
This proposal has the advantage of requiring. at this stage. no new legisla
tion, new powers or the creation of a new development. The team would 
be less constrained and more flexible than normal government departments, 
but must be guaranteed the full backing of the DHSS and Home Office. 

2. The task of the team would be to familiarise its~lf with the 8 police areas in 
the country whic\1 each have over 2000 arrests for drunkenness each year, 
including London. These areas ac:count for virtually two-thirds of the annual 

total of drunkenness arrests. 
In each area the team would seek to establish a minimum complex of 
facilities for the homeless alcoholic: hostels, shop fronts or day centres. 
detoxification fa(~i1ities. a club and information point. Account would need 
to be taken of the particular needs of each different locality. 

Funding for such basic complexes of facilities is already available from the 
DHSS under circular 21/73 as well as from urban aid grants, research bodies 

and trusts. 
3. To equip this e){pansion of services with trained staff. the team would also 

be responsible for involving voluntary and statutory bodies who provide 
existing ranges of facilities in for example South East London. Leeds and 
Manchester. in developing training programmes. 

4. The skills oi the team would need to cover familiarity with the field of 
alcoholism. social work. knowledge of local and centrai government. fund 

raising and administration. 
The experience and skills of the team would, we believe. gain it acceptance 
in most areas. especially if its role was seen as enabling and fal;!ilitating rather 
than imposing. solutions. Government backing would give it authority, 
while its autonomous nature would probably serve to reduce some of the 
more severe antagonism between local and central government. 
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6. TtW team would b~ apPQinte9 for a tl1ree-year periQd qnly, with a remit tq '/;,/ 
report their PfOflTess to the Secretary.of State each year. On the ~asis of 
thoir reports, the Secretary of State would be able to COnsider the need for / 
further powars or legislation. . ( 

6. The cost fQr the '~l1ree-year periQd for the team and its secretariat would 
amount to approximately £60,000. 

APPENDIX: PRACTICAL .'RPBLEMS IN IMPLEMENTING DHSS CIRCULAR 21/13 

U I PI!!nning apjlrova! 
This is not sp8cifically ITlIIntioneci In the DHSS circul!!r and may beregarclld as of no 
conc;ern to the DHSS, It is h9y.H1ver, i/l1lljclt in ewry prl;liett whicll ma~ II: USEr Df a domes-
tic dWllUing that the plaf1nif'~i positillO must be carefullv cor4idered. . . 

Gone are the days VlJII(;i:~ (lne could clll!erfully press ahead with a ~ ~heme by buying a 
houill. installing til" ra~id.''"ts anc then ignorll or fail to recognise tba consequences. Today. 
due to t!le acut.t.;'~ ... sinl! conditions obtaining in most larger towm or cities and because 
new housing Pto'gram~ are lagging behind the demand for ne~ homes the a~thorities 
scrutinise very carefully ail but the most Itraightf~rWird of hOl,iII utilisa'tion PfOpoS;;ls. 
At the same time local housing and 1~lanning autho~itiel are ir. 5i;1ing upon adequate 
standards being maintained in any proposal I to modify the ',se of domestic dwellings. 
Basically. orlJl!nisations ten~ to be affected by the nes;Zfo planning approval on three 
counts: . . 

a. Usu!llly It is normal priy!!te familv dW!!lI!ng houm which are being con~idered 
for purchase. . 

b. As such, it maY be lubjtJ~t to plamling cO!lS4!ni beca~e of change af use. 
c. The 9uIIStion of multiple occupiln,cy ariS4!!. 

OIanlJfl of ule 
If proposed residentl are recov!'red alcohol,,:r. It is a~urned that tt.tlY are di~c"'arged from 
haspit .. I, ilfl! OQt di .. bl~ or r&<:l!ivillil tr .. t~,leIlt. O!l th" face of it 0,", maY c;qnclude thilt 
to ill?C..,t 'lJ~h ffiefral~ delel no mar,. th I eq!l8te til t~ positilln of the privilte hou.
!lolder \1ItI9 ~~ to take ill payiniJ Jl~e~ .. , iI~ thilt the ho~. illtill a privatl!l:!WillIliJ1ll 
a~ ,",lice il 01,1111. t .... (cope 9f th. roWJI and C4:ll,lntry Plenninll or.r 9f 1963, al no 
~hilll~ of u. jl hwohHIK'. I" ~"'i_lI\IIl 'I. the 1101,1 .. ~01!1d be c;1"sec:! as It Jlfol,lP hollll! al il 
doll' by t .... Ni!,ional A~ietioll lor Mental Haith IJnder their ichame whkh has 
prO{!fa~ I~ _I durillil tha ~t ~WIIl1ty y~". . 

MtfI(ip(, ~~v 
~'9ftl.'M~I!IV t",ii i, notw. It ffilV 1:18. Pl!rfec;tly ~rue that ~hera il no c;h!l1l(l8 of ~~ tJut 
1he i~t!!,n r .... v •• ion h"~ bV the pla""illtl.uthority CO~r". the q~tiol1 of ~ 
of ·i"'erttific:a~i,,"!. ~ ... Pri"," ~/i", prl;W"lII;Commodlitio" fQra nor"",. 
f.~IV q(.lOf"I 04 ~o __ ~,., ~l,It f~r ~mic ~ m.' .... tic rt, .. ~ ProPOUII for 
,.." fac:il\~i. ~ .P &;II"r fqr ~. r~tl then \hi •• The.1I i".,orta.nt factor of int.,.
sifiClititm (mu!,iJIee occ"fM"Cyi i. thereforl! innoduced .nd ~ must be the objet! Of Ii 

~: . 

. ~ •.. ~ ."'_ .• ...: • .,a...'.-_ ..0.1:...~. ,t-: .. .,,,,_:~;;;;;l!:..: ....... N_.;Q ....... ·~ .. --'--2..~,.;::~~ 
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planning application. The present day reaction of most planning committees, upon advice 
from their officials,is to refuse such applications. StructuralalterationHo create separate 
flatlel! for I thru-quarter·way-house would cartainly require full planning consent with 
the pri!?, production of pllnslnd specifications. 

(2) Bridtint filliMC 
At fint sight thl provisions of the DHSS circular ar", Ittractively adequate and capable of 
meeting all financial needs in the rehabilitation field. Alas not 10 in practicu. 

Grant aid for capital funding for the purchase of property I11IIV only be achieved after 
all the risk ellments haVIIJ been undertaken e.g. gaining the support of a local authority 
and achieving planning CQnsent where this is n·JCessary, which amoul',ts to about 90% of 
cases. 

Thus if al1ighly desirable hollie is found it may be advantagioul to conclude a deal via 
the vendor or his estate agent well before a loc:al authority has prociluced its decisioll either 

for support in Principle or for planning approval. Meantiml! the vendor is anxious to I11IIke 
his sale, a situation which produces a most difficult set of circumstances. 

Even if adequate financial b.~king lI\I8S readily available all is not cillilr. In any Ilypothet
ical case ona might go ahead and purchase, only to find that one or other of the consents 
is not ft'l'thcoming, resulting in ~ house which cannot be usad and may .not be Ible to be 
resold eXOlpt at a loss. . 

The only safe way is to ensure that full consants are obtainld prior to application to 
DHSS Ithls presupp!>ses that t.he Department has already indicatld thl!t the particllli\r 
project is agreed in principle) invariably this protractld procldure results in the loa of 
the property for one rusan or another. 

Thl'immedia .. ;) !Ciution of shorNerm bridging fio.ance is not ideal, unle" a charity is 
preparldto enl.~r thG property market. ' , ' 

A further delay which frequently leads to the losses of o:! property which an organisa
tion is trying tei purchase OCCUR during vali,ation procedure. The locai authority, which 
will in the end have to meet the COlt of the project has to ask its vlluers to put a price on 
the house. Invari.,ly this Will fall below the miirket price and the valuation prooadure 
often delays maUers by weeks, iii one case by twO months. On the open market any 
possibll house would be lost through this kind of delay. 

(3) Fir. ,....' .. iOM 
In order to quality for maintenance grants from the localauthotitY a prerequilitl II the 
iaue of a firl certificate stating thit the premises setilfy the currerit regulatiOnl. The cost 
of thil work must be taken'into cOnsideration when .... ing the PI'ojeCts bl.ldtet. The,. 
is no rlllOn to lupposethif it would 'not be ccMired by the 21173 Grint Schema, but it 
does erOdl the capital funding IIVlil.,li for the' tdIetiw'll iwhole. 

(4, H.-ue .antl' 
Under the terms of the circular I revenue grant of up to £300 per Innum IMY be paid 
tOwerdl.1 hOItell rewnue deficit for each plaoa IVlillbl1 for Ilecholiei. This deficit will· 
be CilcullieCtby IUbtractii'lllfec8ipts fiom relidlntsOr anyot" iUtuto;y .ource,: frOm 
thetotaloftMrunfting·C:OItI~ : '". ,,',: ,,' 

ThrOughout the Cireut. andiiJipliciltion forrnr, .~ Ii i'Mde to tM £215 fi""'e , . 
.. i 'rewmle .. t'~ThII is 'highly milliedini bOth to tM iippIiciiftt Indthe'lOCI!I 8U~jJ 
ti'" thOUilh it is ;et.red .to .. a'dildellOiliiry 'hMiJnUil"dificif (cirCular annex A 'PI U ; 
,*4), ., '" 
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